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Manage data expansion 
with SUSE Enterprise 
Storage.
SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading 
open source storage solution, is highly 
scalable and resilient, enabling high-end 
functionality at a fraction of
the cost.
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You
cannot
keep up
with data
explosion.
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Everything  
Is Data, Data 
Is Everything

I t doesn’t take more than a glance at the current 

everything we do. Whether it’s concern over election 

compromise, our data integrity is more important than 
ever. Although there’s little we can do individually to 

As is becoming more and more common, this month,  

learning how to land on Mars, but this month, we look  
at how to play rock scissors paper with the command line. 
It sounds like a simple endeavor, but the programmatic 

learning experience along the way is priceless.

at night—not due to better security measures, but rather 

VIDEO:  
Shawn 
Powers  
runs 
through 
the latest 
issue.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via email at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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but also how to make more intelligent alerts in general. Because servers 
seldom misbehave during regular business hours, his column is invaluable.

A while back I wrote an article on how to pick smart passwords. I think 

past problems are only as good as how detailed our postmortem procedures 

Linux Journal, we 

DevOps world with his article on managing Docker instances with Puppet. 

multiple DevOps tools tends to make something better than the sum 

provisioning Docker with Puppet, and here he describes how to manage 
Docker images and containers.

other tech tips, product announcements and insight on our current 

more secure application or just want to learn about the latest cool mobile 

Current_Issue.tar.gz
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diff -u

John Stultz wanted to allow specially privileged processes to migrate 
other processes between cgroup namespaces—essentially migrating 

Michael Kerrisk, would allow  

CAP_SYS_RESOURCE capabilities.
John explained that this originally had been an Android

so that people wouldn’t have to run their activity manager process with 

Kees Cook liked the patch, but Andy Lutomirski saw trouble up 
ahead. He explained:

thing. Current cgroup controllers can mostly just DoS their controlled 

data and change semantics.
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Alexei Starovoitov asked if Andy knew a 
better approach, but Andy said he did not. He 
was only able to identify the problem, but had no 
solution to offer. He did, however, identify some 
constraints that any potential solution would need 
to adhere to. He said:

1. An insufficiently privileged process should not 
be able to move a victim into a dangerous cgroup.

2. An insufficiently privileged process should not 
be able to move itself into a dangerous cgroup 
and then use execve to gain privilege such that 
the execve’d program can be compromised.

3. An insufficiently privileged process should not 
be able to make an existing cgroup dangerous in a 
way that could compromise a victim in that cgroup.

4. An insufficiently privileged process should not 
be able to make a cgroup dangerous in a way 
that bypasses protections that would otherwise 
protect execve() as used by itself or some other 
process in that cgroup.

John didn’t know where to go with those 
admonitions, and the project seemed to stall for  
a few weeks. Finally Andy suggested:

The cgroupfs interface is a bit unfortunate in 
that it doesn’t really express the constraints. To 
safely migrate a task, ISTM you ought to have 
some form of privilege over the task and some 
form of privilege over the cgroup. cgroupfs only 
handles the latter.
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But, Tejun Heo

altogether. He suggested:

CAP just allows overriding restrictions expressed through delegation but it’s 
normally possible to move processes around in one’s own delegated subtree.

the source and target in addition to the target.

initially proposed by John.

whether to use an existing capability or write a new one.
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probably be a lot like that.
Serge E. Hallyn pointed out a security issue with cgroups. He said:

Root in a user [namespace] cannot be trusted to write a traditional 

user on the host could map his own uid to root in a namespace, write the 

something like that, while on a virtualized system, it was a security hole.
Serge posted a patch to do crazy madness in order to simulate proper 

setxattr to work, allows tar/untar to work, and allows us to tar in one 
namespace and untar in another while preserving the capability, without 

He explained:

 
 

capabilities, but a task in a namespace where the given uid is root will.

Eric W. Biederman
strange but correct. He said he’d go over it thoroughly and report back. 

user_namespaces(7) or capabilities(7), and Serge 
wrote some up.—Zack Brown
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UPFRONT

Non-Linux FOSS:  
a Clippy That  
Never Forgets

I hate it when I paste something into a window, only to realize I’d 
copied something new into the clipboard. I usually end up with 

daughter, the struggle is real.

, you’ll 

clippings and allows you to paste whichever one you want at any 

A screen overlay lets you scroll through previous clippings, and you 

you’ve ever accidentally overwritten your cl ipboard, you owe it to 

App store.—Shawn Powers
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UPFRONT

Getting Sticky with It

 

These are what I made last night with my new micromagnets. I can hardly wait for the 
full-size ones!
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I  decided to order a couple sets, because I’m impatient and also to 

 
. And while  

—Shawn Powers

Archive  
1994–2016

NOW  
AVAILABLE!

SAVE $10.00  
by using  

discount code  
2017ARCH  

at checkout.
Coupon code  

expires 3/28/2017

www.linuxjournal.com/archive
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UPFRONTUPFRONT

Get a Haircut,  
Get a Real Job

swoop. Here it goes.
1) DevOps is no longer magic.

you have done or can do util izing DevOps.
2) Security is vital.

Security isn’t something you add, it’s a way you plan.
3) Developers, developers, developers. Steve Ballmer may have 

or operations person will need to have at least rudimentary 

4) Don’t forget your roots. In the Pixar movie WALL-E, civi l ization 
has advanced to the point that everything is automated. It means 

LJ274-Feb2017.indd   18 1/18/17   10:03 AM
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themselves. With everything in the data center 
and the cloud being automated, it’s easy to hire 
an entire team that knows nothing about the 

great—until it doesn’t. Make sure you’re well 

Linux), so when something goes wrong, you 

5) Be a softy!
skil ls, cooperation skil ls and so on) are 

interviewing process, they also help you in  

disciplines are working closer than ever. Again, 

department l ines. Any employee who is able  
 

 

 
classes. You might be the only nerd in the 
room, but you’l l also l ikely have the best  

—Shawn Powers

THEY  
SAID IT
Remember that 
nobody will ever 
get ahead of you 
as long as he is 
kicking you in the 
seat of the pants.
—Walter Winchell

The great thing 
about a computer 
notebook is  
that no matter 
how much you 
stuff into it, it 
doesn’t get bigger 
or heavier.
—Bill Gates

Security is a kind 
of death.
—Tennessee Williams

Above all things, 
never be afraid. 
The enemy who 
forces you to 
retreat is himself 
afraid of you at 
that very moment.
—Andre Maurois

There’s only one 
thing I hate more 
than lying: skim 
milk. Which is 
water that’s lying 
about being milk.
—Ron Swanson
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UPFRONT

Gabedit: the Portal  
to Chemistry

one may work better than another. So, depending on what your research 

packages available on your system. It should be available within the 

sudo  apt-get  install  gabedit

Figure 1. When you first start Gabedit, you’ll get an empty project where you can begin 
your work.
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Once it’s installed, start it with the gabedit

Figure 2. When you create a new input file, a new window pops up where you can enter 
the initial parameters.
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UPFRONT

atoms used within your geometry.

within Gabedit.

Figure 3. You need to create a new geometry that will be used in the calculations.
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can access it via the Geometry
window where you can visualize your molecule and manipulate it 

Figure 4. You can add individual elements, setting their chemical properties, to  
your geometry.
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UPFRONT

Here, you can edit the existing geometry and move elements 
around, or you can add or remove elements to the molecule. You 

 
alcohol groups.

Figure 5. You can use the draw functionality to visualize the geometry of your collection 
of atoms.
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programs you wish to use are installed on your local machine and  

were installed in some other location, you need to tell Gabedit where 
they are. Clicking the Settings
a new window where you can set the commands needed to run the 
relevant programs.

You then can run the program either by clicking the run button 
in the icon bar or cl icking the Run Run a Computation Chemistry 

Figure 6. You can set the specific commands for each of the available chemistry packages.
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UPFRONT

For a local run, you can set parameters including which program to 

communicate over and which host to communicate with. You also can set 

Figure 7. You can set the parameters for either a local run or a remote run within the 
same window.
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the user name and password to use, along with the working directory on 

Open Babel menu 

Contours plotter menu item.

Figure 8. You can do contour plots of the results from a computation.
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UPFRONT

Splitting Simulation.
Here you can set several options, such as the lineshape and the scaling. 

other plot windows. You also can add more data sets, change the plot 
details or the overall color theme.

research, or doing discovery work, being able to use multiple 
 

units or altering the molecular mechanics parameters to be used  
 

new areas.—Joey Bernard

Figure 9. You can do NMR spectrum simulations for your molecule of choice.
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Android Candy: 
Exploding  
Kittens!

the time to play video games. Recently, however, there has been an 

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™

EDITORS’ CHOICE

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
UpFront
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exception to that rule.
The Oatmeal

 
card game called Exploding Kittens. I love the game. My teenage 
daughters love the game. Heck, I’ve even purchased another box so  

Well, no more. Now you can get Exploding Kittens
Google Play store. It supports playing with random weirdos on the 

 
The Oatmeal

 

 

Exploding Kittens at the Google Play store, and start 
—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has been 
hacking shell scripts  
on UNIX and Linux  
systems for a really 
long time. He’s the  
author of Learning  
Unix for Mac OS X  
and Wicked Cool  
Shell Scripts. You can  
find him on Twitter  
as @DaveTaylor,  
or reach him through 
his tech Q&A site: http://
www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

WORK THE SHELL

Scissors, Paper 
or Rock?
I’ve spent a lot of time in this column looking at 
the sky—whether it was a Martian lander or a 
phase of the moon program, lots of math, lots of 
interesting code. Now let’s land back on Earth and 
tackle a simple, straightforward challenge that  
has nothing to do with asteroids, gravitational 
anomalies or wormholes—well, hopefully not.

IN THIS ARTICLE, I ’m going to tackle a children’s 
game that’s extraordinarily complicated, with many 
variations, and the programming task is going to  

 

simulate because there aren’t really many variants 
or possible outcomes.

NEXT  
Kyle Rankin’s  
Hack and /

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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simultaneously, and then there are rules about what beats what. For 

same option, it’s a tie and the game proceeds.

that you’l l lose.

The World Rock Paper Scissors Society

http://worldrps.com

$RANDOM 
like this:

compchoice=$((  ($RANDOM  %  3)  +  1  ))

declare  -a  RPS;;  RPS=(nothing  rock  paper  scissors)

choicename=${RPS[$compchoice]}
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can choose randomly between rock, paper and scissors:

declare  -a  RPS;;  RPS=(nothing  rock  paper  scissors)  

compchoice=$((  ($RANDOM  %  3)  +  1  ))  

echo  "The  computer  chose  ${RPS[$compchoice]}"  

exit  0

$  sh  rps.sh  

The  computer  chose  rock  

$

Making It into a Game
Interactivity is easily added by prompting users to choose whether they 

prompt them using the same numeric values you’re using internally:

echo  -n  "Please  choose  (1  =  rock  /  2  =  paper  /  3  =  scissors):  "  

read  choice

Now you need to compare answers and generate a result message. 

results()  {  

      #  output  results  of  the  game,  increment  wins  if  appropriate  

      echo  ""  

      if  [  $choice  =  $compchoice  ]  ;;  then  

        echo  "You  both  chose  $choicename.  TIED!"  
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      #  rock  beats  scissors.  paper  beats  rock.  scissors  beat  paper.  

      #    OR:  1  beats  3,  2  beats  1,  and  3  beats  2.  

  

      elif  [  $choice  -eq  1  -a  $compchoice  -eq  3  ]  ;;  then  

          echo  "Your  rock  beats  the  computer's  scissors!  Huzzah!!"  

          wins=$((  $wins  +  1  ))  

      elif  [  $choice  -eq  2  -a  $compchoice  -eq  1  ]  ;;  then  

          echo  "Your  paper  beats  the  computer's  rock!  Hurray!"  

          wins=$((  $wins  +  1  ))  

      elif  [  $choice  -eq  3  -a  $compchoice  -eq  2  ]  ;;  then  

          echo  -n  "Your  scissors  cut  -  and  beat  -  the  computer's  "  

          echo  "paper!  YAY!"  

          wins=$((  $wins  +  1  ))  

      elif  [  $choice  -eq  3  -a  $compchoice  -eq  1  ]  ;;  then  

          echo  "The  computer's  rock  beats  your  scissors!  Boo."  

      elif  [  $choice  -eq  1  -a  $compchoice  -eq  2  ]  ;;  then  

          echo  "The  computer's  paper  beats  your  rock!  Ptoi!"  

      elif  [  $choice  -eq  2  -a  $compchoice  -eq  3  ]  ;;  then  

          echo  -n  "The  computer's  scissors  cut  -  and  beat  -  "  

          echo  "your  paper!  Bummer."  

      else  

          echo  "Huh?  choice=$choice  and  compchoice=$computer"  

      fi  

}

things up.

results()

echo  "Rock,  paper,  scissors..."  

echo  "(quit  by  entering  'q'  to  see  your  results)"  
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while  [  true  ]  ;;  do  

    echo  ""  

    echo  -n  "Choose  (1  =  rock  /  2  =  paper  /  3  =  scissors):  "  

    read  choice  

    if  [  "$choice"  =  "q"  -o  "$choice"  =  "quit"  -o  -z  "$choice"  ]  

    then  

        echo  ""  

        echo  "Done.  You  played  $games  games,  and  won  $wins  of  'em."  

        exit  0  

    fi  

    compchoice=$((  ($RANDOM  %  3)  +  1  ))  

    choicename=${RPS[$compchoice]}  

    games=$((  $games  +  1  ))  

    results  

done

picking completely randomly:

$  sh  rps.sh  

Choose  (1  =  rock  /  2  =  paper  /  3  =  scissors):  3  

Your  scissors  cut  -  and  beat  -  the  computer's  paper!  YAY!  

$

random is not so random.
Let’s look at choosing paper:

$  sh  rps.sh  

Choose  (1  =  rock  /  2  =  paper  /  3  =  scissors):  2  

The  computer's  scissors  cut  -  and  beat  -  your  paper!  Bummer.  

$
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Matching Probabilities

the percentages that the Rock Paper Scissors Society publishes: rock is 

 
 

darn easy.

works: http://www.samkass.com/theories/RPSSL.html.
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Sysadmin 101: 
Alerting
Learn from my mistakes in this article covering 
on-call alert best practices.

THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF ARTICLES 
ON SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR FUNDAMENTALS. 

in the past in that they have a much larger emphasis on 

sysadmin experience. In the past, sysadmins would enter 
the role at a junior level and be mentored by a senior 
sysadmin on the team, but in many cases currently, 

engineers might be thrust into the role at a junior level 
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I’ve learned through the years that might be obvious to longtime sysadmins 
but may be news to someone just coming into this position.

talks about some best practices you can apply to your alerting policies that 

Alert Thresholds

more checks you have in place, the higher the maintenance burden. As a 

Critical alerts must be something I want to be woken up about 
at 3am.

Critical alerts must be actionable. Some organizations send alerts 
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Warning alerts tell me about problems that will be critical if I 
don’t fix them.
know about and may want to investigate, but they aren’t worth getting 

unchecked may not be, I get a warning alert so I can investigate when 

system was no longer responding, that’s an indication I may need to 
change my alert thresholds.

Repeat warning alerts periodically.

Everything else is monitored, but doesn’t send an alert.
are many things in my monitoring system that help provide overall 
context when I’m investigating a problem, but by themselves, they 
aren’t actionable and aren’t anything I want to get alerts about. In 

still show up in my monitoring system and provide a good audit trail 
when I’m investigating a problem, but they don’t page me with useless 

Kyle’s rule.

a way to reduce burnout that I take it with me to every team I’m on. My 
rule is this:

thresholds so it doesn’t happen again.
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positive alerts and knowing that the next night will be the same and 

it inevitably will lead either to burnout or to sysadmins silencing their 

they get a chance to improve their night’s sleep the next night. As a 
team lead or manager, sometimes this has meant that I’ve taken on a 

Paging

monitoring systems were set to send a basic numerical alert to the pager 
when there was a problem, so that sysadmins could be alerted even when 
they weren’t at a computer or when they were asleep. Although we still 

mobile phones.

Something that will alert you wherever you are geographically. 

sent to your phone.
An alert should stand out from other notifications. False alarms 

can be a big problem with paging systems, as sysadmins naturally will 
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or are in a loud room. In the past, when BlackBerries were popular, you 

 

Something that will wake you up all hours of the night. Some 
 

 

 

 

After all, servers always seem to misbehave 
at around 3am.
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hours. You don’t want your critical alerts to rely on an unreliable system.
Something that is fast and reliable.

In the next section, I cover how to set up escalations—meaning, 

pick SMS as your secondary alert.

primary just due to latency with email syncing to my phone.
Create some means of alerting the whole team. In addition to 

having individual alerting rules that will page someone who is on call, it’s 

key word in an email subject. However you set it up, it’s important that 

Alert Escalations
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sysadmin didn’t notice the alert. When that happens, you want to make 

is alerted so someone can address the alert.

 

the team.

 

it in time or is unavailable. Depending on your particular SLAs, you may 
want to shorten or lengthen these time periods between escalations or 

Alert escalations are one of those areas that 
some monitoring systems do better than others.
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geography, in the event that an alert isn’t solved.

On-Call Rotation

carry your laptop with you at all times, and in some organizations, it may 

alerts, it’s important to rotate out sysadmins on call so they get a break.

without worrying about being on call.
Holiday on call.
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on. In particular, being on call in late December can disrupt all kinds 

larger organizations with seasoned sysadmins, because over time, 
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

All Your 
Accounts Are 
Belong to Us
Make your accounts more secure with two-factor 
authentication! 

LAST WEEKEND MY WORK PHONE SUDDENLY 
STOPPED WORKING.

tried calling someone and realized my phone was 

me, it said the line was no longer in service. It was 
Sunday, and my phone is a company device, so I had 
to wait until Monday to get things sorted.

SHAWN 
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and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
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fool you, he’s a  
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and can be reached  
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shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
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to get my phone turned back on, and I still have the same phone number 
I’ve always had—thank goodness.

Kyle Rankin saw me tweet about my phone issues, and he immediately 
responded that I should check my online accounts, especially those with 

had been able to get my phone 

my passwords. It hadn’t occurred to me just how much we depend on our 

this article, I want to talk about securing your online accounts.

Call Your Mobile Provider

experience with the company phone, I realized just how important 

security you can add to the account to make sure a third party can’t 

every company, but really, call them. Anyone on Facebook can look 

account...well, yikes.

it’s time to start looking at your online accounts. Not all businesses 

password is crucial.
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My Name Is My Passport, Verify Me

recommended is valid, and some was shortsighted. I was in good company 

xkcd
http://xkcd.com

occasionally reprinting his comics is okay as long as he is attributed. I’ll 

Figure 1. This comic titled “Password Strength” from xkcd is so true it hurts  
(https://xkcd.com/936).
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capital letter, punctuation, a number and no common words. Basically, they 

passwords, the best I can recommend is that you make your password as 

up, because I totally remembered it), and then add the weird complexity 

however, which is an even bigger problem than using strong passwords. 
. 

compromised, all your accounts are vulnerable. I addressed that problem 

word1  word2  sitename  word3  word4  complexity_junk

attacker discovers that your Facebook password is this:

hampergranitefacebookcoffeeostrich53BLT!

knows your Amazon password is this:

hampergraniteamazoncoffeeostrich53BLT!
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I don’t have to copy/paste in order to use, so I usually generate long 

passwords. Consider passwords that are truly strong, but also remember 
that it’s extremely important not to reuse passwords on multiple sites.

Adding Another Factor

authentication method, but when used in addition to passwords, it does 

times, and you leave them written everywhere you touch.)

you to recover your password by simply proving who you are by entering a 

Basically, you authenticate your phone, and rather than having a code 

because my phone number being hijacked doesn’t automatically give the 
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If You Use Google, Beef It Up

Google is a commercial company, and using its proprietary system as a 

highly recommend you go through its security wizards to make sure your 
account is yours.

Head over to https://accounts.google.com

Figure 2. Follow all these links. The checkups are very useful, and it’s better to over-
prepare than under-prepare.
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turned on, and whether you have any app passwords. You also can set up 

Figure 3. Please 
turn on 2FA. It’s 
painless and 
so much more 
secure than a 
password alone.
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Figure 4.  
Google’s 2FA is 
really well done.
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recommend it. It’s simpler, and that means you’re actually more likely to 

Password Management
I use a password manager. I’ve used several through the years, but 

need it. Plus, going between desktops and mobile devices is always a 

know. I’d love to write about it.
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UNDER THE SINK

Postmortem
What to do after a security incident. 

INCIDENTS HAPPEN. 

incident is someone or some event showing where a 

 
real incident.

If
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5. Next time around, the organization will be a little more on its game, 

the organization stronger.

How to Sabotage Your Postmortem

missed opportunities and bad data, eroding its ability to mature its 

be certain to recognize them.
Play the blame game. Yes, some incidents are clearly one person’s 

Blame is an out that makes it too easy to ignore systemic problems, and 

Stop at the vulnerability.

Postmortem mistakes can have long-term 
implications, but they also can take a long 
time to identify. A bad postmortem feels just 
as satisfying as a good postmortem to someone 
who doesn’t know the difference.
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Stop at the forensics.

What Actually Works
See failures as information.

at what you would have needed to do a postmortem that you don’t have. 

Treat “root cause” as an adjective.

single root cause.
Go back to first principles.

http://cacr.iu.edu), we’ve 

http://cacr.iu.edu/principles). First principles work 

 Comprehensivity.

 Opportunity. Did something go unmaintained because the burden 
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 Rigor. Was the organization caught out by assumptions that weren’t 

automation not put in place to ensure that repetitive tasks were not 

 Minimization.
Were there more ways in, or more moving parts, than there needed 

 Compartmentation. Did someone or something have access that 

 Fault tolerance.
credential that wasn’t cheap and easy enough to revoke, so it wasn’t 

 Proportionality.

job done, people will circumvent it. When security is too expensive, 
no one will implement it. When a business case hasn’t been made 
relative to other risks, the organization won’t know what security to 
invest in and may invest in none at all because doing all
security controls is untenable.
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crop up in an incident postmortem.

Lessons Learned

There will be more bugs.
the right answer really is "patch it and move on". However, one should 
not move on without asking whether one can become more robust. Could 

secondary control that could be put in place so that a vulnerability in one 

back your engineers or deeper architectural problems that should be 

rather than the one problem that came to your attention, is how a 
system or organization becomes more mature and more secure in a 

An incident is proof, and proof is leverage. It is extremely hard 

because resources are always limited and prevention is impossible to 

It is extremely hard to advocate for resources 
to be put into security in any organization, 
because resources are always limited and 
prevention is impossible to quantify.
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hands, if

including changes in time to market, personnel turnover, reputation, 
liability and so on.

Do not provide a laundry list.
makers can take in, you have lost them. Do not drown them in minutia. 

components about as much as you want to hear about the components 

books on clear communication and working with management, so I 

Keep track of change over time.

on things that are broken. Not only can this make us seem negative to 
others, but it can cause us to appear like we’re treading water rather than 

Concretely demonstrating how security has improved year over year 
will improve team morale, protect security resourcing and autonomy, 
help leadership see security as a concrete, tractable problem rather than 

improvement in maturity, it’s better to know that so you can triage the 
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A Final Note on Forensics

specialized skills. It’s also useless in an organization that doesn’t know 

you know whether more rudimentary analysis will get you where you need 

that are relevant to more than one organization.
Remember, the goal of a postmortem is to improve your defenses, not 

to answer every question. Real life is not a Sherlock Holmes novel. You 
don’t always get a neat resolution with all loose ends neatly tied up. In 
fact, that almost never happens.
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Nventify’s Imagizer Cloud Engine
Organizations that rely on compelling imagery to help 
clients make informed decisions face challenges presenting it 
appropriately across devices. To assist, Nventify launched Imagizer 
Cloud Engine, a new cloud-based image manipulation platform 
that removes the complexities of dynamically delivering best-
sized images to end users. The new platform enables customers 
to deploy image transformation services for their products in five 
minutes or less. Key features of the platform include dynamically 
responsive image adjustment based on screen layout, automatic 
format selection (such as WebP) by detecting browser and device 
types, reduction of image storage due to transcoding of master 
images on the fly and client-side SDKs. Libraries for the latter 
include compatibility with popular languages, such as JavaScript, 
Java, PHP, Ruby, Python and Swift.
http://imagizer.nventify.com
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Server Technology’s HDOT  
Alt-Phase Switched POPS PDU
Server Technology says that although the engineering challenge was 
significant—adding per outlet power measurement into its popular 
High-Density Outlet Technology (HDOT) power distribution unit (PDU) 
family—product quality and manufacturability were not sacrificed. The 
new HDOT Switched POPS (Per Outlet Power Sensing) PDU, bolstered 
by the addition of device-level monitoring, is the new ultimate solution 
for density, capacity planning and remote power management for 
the modern data center, states Server Technology. At each outlet, the 
novel POPS technology provides +/–1% billable-grade accuracy for 
energy consumption for typical data-center equipment loads as well as 
current, voltage, active power, apparent power, power factor and crest 
factor. POPS complements the existing HDOT concept, “the smallest 
form factor PDU” that significantly increases real estate in the back of 
the rack by fitting as many as 42 C13s in a 42U-high network-managed 
PDU device. Finally, Alternating Phase outlets in Server Technology’s 
PDUs distribute phases on a per receptacle basis, resulting in better 
load balancing and cable management.
http://servertech.com
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IGEL Universal Desktop Converter
IGEL Technology’s next-generation Universal Desktop Converter 
3 (UDC3) is a powerful and universally deployable managed 
thin-client solution, a low-cost alternative to desktop hardware 
solutions. UDC3 allows businesses to reduce their desktop 
replacement costs dramatically, eliminating the need to invest 
in new hardware to support their virtualized infrastructures. 
Converting PCs, laptops and thin clients from other manufacturers 
into IGEL Linux 10 OS-based thin clients also enables IT 
organizations to administer all of their endpoint devices from a 
centralized management console securely. The IGEL UDC3 can be 
installed as the operating system on any device having an x86-
based 64-bit processor, 2GB of RAM and 2GB of storage. Using the 
IGEL UDC3 on these end-user computing devices converts them 
into an IGEL thin client running the IGEL Linux 10 OS. The updated 
IGEL Linux 10 OS now features support for the Unified Extensible 
Firmware Interface (UEFI) to extend the IGEL’s UDC3 target 
platforms to the latest end-user devices including many laptop 
computers and desktop PCs, thin clients and compute sticks. Plus, 
with its enhanced 64-bit OS compatibility, the new version can 
address more than 4GB of RAM in next-generation devices.
http://igel.com/us
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Natalie Rusk’s 
Scratch Coding 
Cards (No 
Starch Press)
The phrase “Learn to Program 
One Card at a Time” plays the 
role of subtitle and friendly 
invitation from Scratch 
Coding Cards, a colorful 
collection of activities that 
introduce children to creative 
coding. Developed by Natalie 
Rusk, research scientist in the 
Lifelong Kindergarten Group 
at the MIT Media Lab, the 

resource consists of illustrated activity cards that provide a playful 
entry point into Scratch, the graphical programming language used 
by millions of children around the world. The cards make it easy for 
kids to learn how to create a variety of interactive projects, such as 
a racing game, an animated interactive story, a virtual pet and much 
more. Each card features step-by-step instructions for beginners to 
start coding. The front of the card shows an activity kids can do with 
Scratch, such as animating a character or keeping score in a game. 
The back shows how to snap together blocks of code to make the 
projects come to life. Along the way, kids learn key coding concepts, 
such as sequencing, conditionals and variables. Publisher No Starch 
Press recommends the coding activity cards for sharing among small 
groups in homes, schools and after-school programs.
http://nostarch.com
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Ensono M.O.
Application performance in hybrid IT environments typically 
has been a function of simple infrastructure provisioning. This 
limited approach cannot manage complex resources in real time 
nor ensure optimal, dynamic application performance, asserts 
hybrid IT services provider Ensono. To address this complexity, 
the company released Ensono M.O., a hybrid IT service platform 
that provides a comprehensive view of clients’ managed solutions 
on any platform, anywhere. Ensono M.O. helps manage complex 
client solutions regardless of data center or cloud infrastructure 
and location. The platform ensures exceptionally high service 
levels by creating scalable, robust and transparent service delivery 
modes directly to clients. Ensono M.O. further enhances client 
service and accountability by codifying IT best practices and 
ensuring optimal real-time integration of technology, people 
and processes. Additional Ensono M.O. features include an 
integrated toolset that provides a single, comprehensive view of 
the client infrastructure in real time, efficient development of 
best-practice IT service management process in one integrated 
toolset, automation of working practices to help drive significant 
staffing efficiencies, business-critical transaction and application 
infrastructure monitoring and management, high levels of 
automation and scalability, “best bet” triage capability and  
24/7 Global Operations Centers.
http://ensono.com
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Smoothwall Express
The award-winning Smoothwall Express open-source firewall—
designed specifically to be installed and administered by non-
experts—continues its forward development march with a new 
3.1 release. Smoothwall Express runs on hardware from early  
32-bit Pentiums for those who need a basic firewall to recent  
64-bit multi-core systems with gigabytes of RAM for those who 
need VPNs, HTTP/HTTPS caching and filtering, Snort intrusion 
detection and ClamAV protections. Addressing a number of 
problems and deficiencies as well as some housekeeping work, 
the new version 3.1 refreshed the Linux, iptables, xtables-addons, 
OpenSSL, Snort and Squid packages, among others.
http://smoothwall.org
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SSH Communications Security’s 
Universal SSH Key Manager
Today’s IAM solutions, warns enterprise cybersecurity expert SSH 
Communications Security, fail to address fully the requirements of 
trusted access. Organizations lack an efficient way to manage and 
govern trusted access credentials and have no visibility into the 
activities that occur within the secure channels that are created 
for trusted access operations. Leading the charge to fix the 
issue once and for all, SSH Communications Security announced 
significant enhancements to its Universal SSH Key Manager (UKM) 
solution. UKM helps organizations more effectively manage SSH 
user key-based and encrypted access, control privileged access 
and enforce defined compliance policies. In addition, UKM  
helps customers discover, monitor, lockdown, remediate 
and automate the lifecycle of SSH user key-based access for 
interactive and machine-to-machine trusts without disrupting 
existing processes or the need to deploy agents. Updates include 
application-level policy management, status and compliance 
reporting and a new SSH Risk Assessment Tool.
http://ssh.com
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Brent Laster’s 
Professional Git 
(Wrox)
More than 40% of software 
developers use the massively 
popular software development 
tool Git as their primary source 
control tool. Those new to the 
Git fold who are looking for a 
professional, up-to-date guide 
to get them rolling have a new 
resource in Brent Laster’s new 
book Professional Git. Laster’s 

Wrox-published title is more than just a development manual: it gets 
users into the “Git mindset”. The book offers extensive discussion 
of corollaries to traditional systems as well as considerations unique 
to Git to help one draw upon existing skills while looking out—
and planning for—the differences. Connected labs and exercises 
are interspersed at key points to reinforce important concepts and 
deepen understanding, while a focus on the practical goes beyond 
technical tutorials to help users integrate the Git model into real-
world workflows. This book instructs users how to harness the 
power and flexibility of Git to streamline the development cycle.
http://wrox.com
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Use a Raspberry Pi and inexpensive  

components to detect cellular  

man-in-the-middle attacks. 

ASH WILSON
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T is something one can accomplish without a deep knowledge 

source or lead to insider trading or even market manipulation.

onto your smartphone to interrogate the cell radio—see AIMSICD 
) 
)—

electronics vendor.
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Current Detection Methods

). It uses a Bash script 

Solution Proposition
SITCH Overview Now, let’s consider how these methods come together 

 
 

used to operate the SDR dongle and process the signal is called Kalibrate. 
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), and 

just signal strength.

http://opencellid.org
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), using GeoIP and a GPS dongle.  
 

 
).

power as reported by Kalibrate.
SITCH System Details

power and connectivity to the device. Device updates are managed 
by a service called Resin.io, so ideally, you never have to touch the 

observed, in an environment where the metric namespace can rapidly 
https://www.vaultproject.io) 
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containerized and automated to get you up and running rapidly.

Figure 1. One code push to Resin causes all sensors to update, hands-free.

Figure 2. Kalibrate Scan Results Viewed in Elasticsearch
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http://www.nooelec.com/

with the modem is general enough that many GSM modems will work.

Putting It All Together
Here’s the sensor parts list:

 SIM808 GSM breakout board.

need to be able to instantiate Linux instances.
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 Resin.io: https://resin.io

 OpenCellID: http://opencellid.org.

 Slack.

 Docker Hub: https://hub.docker.com
the base images).

Setting Up the SITCH Service

all containerized, so restarting pieces in the event things get weird 

http://sitch.io.
Instance Creation

and give it a DNS name. Initial ly, you need only SSH access. Make 

address. Once the instance is alive, ssh

Obtaining Certificates
http://letsencrypt.readthedocs.io/en/
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docker  run  -it  --rm  \  

-p  443:443  -p  80:80  \  

--name  certbot  \  

-v  "/etc/letsencrypt:/etc/letsencrypt"  \  

-v  "/var/lib/letsencrypt:/var/lib/letsencrypt"  \  

quay.io/letsencrypt/letsencrypt:latest  \  

certonly

sensors will live.
Setting Up Your Own Vault

docker  run  -d    \  

--cap-add=IPC_LOCK  \  

-p  8200:8200    \  

-v  /etc/letsencrypt/:/etc/letsencrypt/  \  

-e  'VAULT_LOCAL_CONFIG={"backend":  {"file":  {"path":    

   "/vault/file"}},"listener":{"tcp":{"address":"0.0.0.0:8200"  

,"tls_cert_file":  "/etc/letsencrypt/live/YOUR_DOMAIN_NAME_HERE/  

fullchain.pem","tls_key_file":"/etc/letsencrypt/live/  

YOUR_DOMAIN_NAME_HERE/privkey.pem"}},"default_lease_ttl":    

   "7200h",  "max_lease_ttl":  "7200h"}'  \  

--name  sitch_vault  \  

vault  server

Replace YOUR_DOMAIN_NAME_HERE in the above command with the 

Certbot wizard, above. Running docker  ps
vault service is now up and running. Next, you need to unseal the vault 
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and obtain a root token.
docker  exec  sitch_vault  

vault  init  --tls-skip-verify

docker  exec  -it  sitch_vault  vault  unseal  --tls-skip-verify

command that reads: Sealed:  false
in your password manager.

Populating Vault with Keys Log delivery uses Filebeat and Logstash. 

generating and uploading it has been automated. First, you’ll need to open 

FEATURE: Cellular Man-in-the-Middle Detection with SITCH

Figure 3. Output from docker  exec  sitch_vault  vault  init  --tls-skip-verify
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):

docker  run  -it  \  

-e  VAULT_URL=$VAULT_URL  \  

-e  VAULT_TOKEN=$VAULT_TOKEN  \  

-e  LS_CLIENTNAME=$LS_CLIENTNAME  \  

-e  LS_SERVERNAME=$LS_SERVERNAME  \  

docker.io/sitch/self_signed_seeder

and service. Make sure that your LS_SERVERNAME is set to the same 
hostname as included in the VAULT_URL, because these containers are 

verbose) output at the end: Client token and Server token. Look under 

FEATURE: Cellular Man-in-the-Middle Detection with SITCH

Figure 4. Grabbing the Token
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Configuring Storage for Scans

Configuring Logstash for Ingestion

 
https://hub.docker.com/r/sitch/logstash) to set your environment 

 

GRAPHITE_HOST GRAPHITE_PORT will 

 
so that the Filebeat log shipper can connect to Logstash.

Building the SITCH Data Feed

FEATURE: Cellular Man-in-the-Middle Detection with SITCH

Figure 5. Diagram of Sensor Software and Enrichment Information Flow
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. 

see progress, run docker  logs  -f  CONTAINER_NAME

once daily, per API key. So let it roll until it’s done.
Configuring the Time-Series Database

docker  run  -d  \  

--name  sitch_influx  \  

-p  8083:8083  \  

-p  8086:8086  \  

-p  2003:2003  \  

-e  INFLUXDB_GRAPHITE_ENABLED=true  \  

-v  /opt/shared/influxdb:/var/lib/influxdb  \  

influxdb

docker  run  -d  \  

-p  10000:10000  \  

--name  sitch_chronograf  \  

chronograf

at https://hub.docker.com/r/sitch/web. Follow the instructions there and 

FEATURE: Cellular Man-in-the-Middle Detection with SITCH
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Building the SITCH Sensor Log in to https://resin.io

SIM808 module to the Pi. Black goes to ground, red to vio, green to rx and 

variables in your Resin project:

 FEED_URL_BASE

 GSM_MODEM_BAND — try GSM850_MODE.

 KAL_BAND — try GSM850.

 KAL_GAIN

FEATURE: Cellular Man-in-the-Middle Detection with SITCH

Figure 6. Time-Series Data from Kalibrate and GSM Modem Graphed in Chronograf
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 KAL_THRESHOLD

 LOCATION_NAME — text string, no spaces.

 LOG_HOST

 MCC_LIST

 MODE

 STATE_LIST

 VAULT_TOKEN

 VAULT_URL

 VAULT_PATH

Clone the sensor repository locally with git  clone    
https://github.com/sitch-io/sensor. Descend into the  
sensor/ directory and add your Resin application as a remote Git repository 
using the git  remote  add...
screen when viewing the Resin application page in your browser.

git  push  resin  master. 

unicorn in your terminal. Within a couple minutes, the application 

GSM modem you’re using, you may need to locate and press the GSM 
modem’s power button.

FEATURE: Online Privacy and Security Using a Password Manager
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by. Most important, you need to see that the device detector has 

adding the proper init string so that your modem can be recognized 
).

FEATURE: Online Privacy and Security Using a Password Manager

Figure 7. SIM808 
Module with USB 
Console Cable 
Attached
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accomplished by configuring Chronograf (https://www.influxdata.com/
get-started/visualizing-data-with-chronograf) and Kapacitor  
(https://www.influxdata.com/get-started/configuring-alerts-with-kapacitor) 
to visualize and alert on the information stored in the InfluxDB time-series 
database. Start with monitoring kal_power readings over time, and go 
from there.

Postscript
Finally, this is where “ease of use” begins. In order to add another sensor, 
you need to assemble only one, and install the Resin OS, just like you did  
with the first one. Tweak your sensor metadata in Resin if you need to. You’ll 
likely want to change the site_name environment variable to facilitate 
distinction between sensors in the data you’re amassing. Go ahead and turn  
up one at every office. Just make sure you have the storage provisioned 
to support it. If you need to integrate this with your log management 
system, use the image found at https://hub.docker.com/r/sitch/logstash as a 
base, and adapt the configuration to accommodate your log management 
system. This is very much beta-grade software and feedback is greatly 
appreciated. Feel free to file an issue against the appropriate GitHub 
project, all of which are accessible via https://github.com/sitch-io.

Ash Wilson is a native of Apison, Tennessee, and currently resides in San Francisco, California. He entered 

the security domain through systems and network engineering, spent a number of years in network security 

tooling and integration, and he currently works in R&D for CloudPassage.
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MANAGING
DOCKER INSTANCES
with PUPPET
Docker provides a powerful tool for creating 
lightweight images and containerized services, while 
Puppet provides the means to deploy and manage 
those same images and containers as a standard part 
of the configuration management lifecycle. Whether 
you’re working in the cloud or the data center, this 
one-two punch is a real knockout!

In this in-depth article, you’ll learn how to use Puppet roles and profiles to 

assign Docker images and containers to an unlimited number of nodes based on 

standardized naming conventions. If you’re not careful, you also might learn a few 

tips and tricks about Vagrant, Linux hostnames and SSH along the way. 

TODD A. JACOBS
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M install the Docker service onto a new system with Puppet. 

images and containers with Puppet.

things that become ever more important as an organization scales up its 

manage Docker containers.

 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Reasons for Integrating Docker with Puppet

host, so that it is available to manage Docker instances.

web server, on managed hosts.

into the Docker image.

LJ, covered 
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Picking a Toolchain

ways to manage Docker instances, containers and clusters, including some 

Puppet also was selected over other container orchestration tools because 

management tool. In many cases, it’s advantageous to include container 

management within the existing toolchain rather than climbing the learning 

with container management by extending your current toolset is probably smart 

class solutions, such as Apache Mesos, Kubernetes or DC/OS.
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Creating a Test Environment

Preparing Your Provisioning Scripts Create a directory to work in, 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Listing 1. Vagrantfile

Vagrant.configure(2)  do  |config|  

    #  Install  the  official  Ubuntu  16.04  Vagrant  guest.  

    config.vm.box  =  'ubuntu/xenial64'  

  

    #  Forward  port  8080  on  the  Ubuntu  guest  to  port  

    #  8080  on  the  VirtualBox  host.  Set  the  host  value  

    #  to  another  unused  port  if  8080  is  already  in  

    #  use.  

    config.vm.network  'forwarded_port',  

                                        guest:  8080,  

                                        host:    8080  

  

    #  Install  the  puppet  agent  whenever  Vagrant  

    #  provisions  the  guest.  Note  that  subsequent  

    #  releases  have  renamed  the  agent  package  from  

    #  "puppet"  to  "puppet-agent".  

    config.vm.provision  'shell',  inline:  <<-SHELL  

        export  DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive  

        apt-get  -y  install  puppet  

    SHELL  

end
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rolling your own.

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Listing 2. docker.pp

#  Most  Vagrant  boxes  use  'vagrant'  rather  than  

#  'ubuntu'  as  the  default  username,  but  the  Xenial  

#  Xerus  image  uses  the  latter.  

class  {  'docker':  

    package_name  =>  'docker.io',  

    docker_users  =>  ['ubuntu'],  

}  

  

#  Install  an  Apache2  image  based  on  Alpine  Linux.  

#  Use  port  forwarding  to  map  port  8080  on  the  

#  Docker  host  to  port  80  inside  the  container.  

docker::run  {  'apache2':  

    image      =>  'httpd:alpine',  

    ports      =>  ['8080:80'],  

    require  =>  Class['docker'],  

}
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setup with only a simple include  'docker' statement. However,  

name on the guest OS, so that the right user is added to the group 
 

dividends when provisioning the guest OS.
Provisioning with Puppet Apply

the test environment. Since this article is all about automation, let’s go 
ahead and script those activities too.

such as vagrant_provisioning.sh, makes it clear what the script does.
Make the script executable with chmod  755  vagrant_provisioning.sh,  

then run it with ./vagrant_provisioning.sh

deprecation warnings caused by the Puppet Forge module, but those 

just provisioned.

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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curl  localhost:8080 
or at http://localhost:8080/ in your desktop browser.

automated it in a consistent and repeatable way. Consistency and 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Listing 3. vagrant_provisioning.sh

#!/usr/bin/env  bash  

  

#  Provision  an  Ubuntu  guest  using  VirtualBox.  

vagrant  up  --provider  virtualbox  

  

#  Install  the  officially-supported  Docker  module  

#  from  the  Puppet  Forge  as  a  non-root  user.  

vagrant  ssh  -c  \  

        'puppet  module  install  \  

          puppetlabs-docker_platform  --version  2.1.0'  

  

#  Apply  our  local  Docker  manifest  using  the  Puppet  

#  agent.  No  Puppet  Master  required!  

#  

#  Note  that  the  modulepath  puppet  installs  to  can  

#  vary  on  different  Ubuntu  releases,  but  this  one  is  

#  valid  for  the  image  defined  in  our  Vagrantfile.  

vagrant  ssh  -c  \  

        'sudo  puppet  apply  \  

          --modulepath  ~/.puppet/modules  \  

          /vagrant/docker.pp'  

  

#  After  adding  the  "ubuntu"  user  as  a  member  of  the  

#  "docker"  group  to  enable  non-root  communications  

#  with  the  Docker  daemon,  we  deliberately  close  the  

#  SSH  control  connection  to  avoid  unhelpful  Docker  

#  errors  such  as  "Cannot  connect  to  the  Docker  

#  daemon.  Is  the  docker  daemon  running  on  this  

#  host?"  on  subsequent  connection  attempts.  

vagrant  ssh  --  -O  exit
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Controlling Docker with Puppet Roles and Profiles

machine. However, even when dealing with only a single machine, the 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Applying Local Manifests with Puppet Agent
By using puppet  apply  

same process that you’d employ in a more traditional client/server  

article, it’s important to know that Puppet does not actually require a Puppet 
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FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Listing 4. roles_and_profiles.pp

####################################################  

#  Profiles  

####################################################  

#  The  "dockerd"  profile  uses  a  forge  module  to  

#  install  and  manage  the  Docker  daemon.  The  only  

#  difference  between  this  and  the  "docker"  class  

#  from  the  earlier  docker.pp  example  is  that  we're  

#  wrapping  it  inside  a  profile.  

class  profile::dockerd  {  

        class  {  'docker':  

            package_name  =>  'docker.io',  

            docker_users  =>  ['ubuntu'],  

        }  

}  

  

#  The  "alpine33"  profile  manages  the  presence  or  

#  absence  of  the  Alpine  3.3  Docker  image  using  a  

#  parameterized  class.  By  default,  it  will  remove  

#  the  image.  

class  profile::alpine33  ($status  =  'absent')  {  

        docker::image  {  'alpine_33':  

                image          =>  'alpine',  

                image_tag  =>  '3.3',  

                ensure        =>  $status,  

        }  

}  

  

#  The  "alpine34"  profile  manages  the  presence  or  

#  absence  of  the  Alpine  3.4  Docker  image.  By  

#  default,  it  will  remove  the  image.  

class  profile::alpine34  ($status  =  'absent')  {  

        docker::image  {  'alpine_34':  

                image          =>  'alpine',  

                image_tag  =>  '3.4',  

                ensure        =>  $status,  

        }  

}  

  

####################################################  

#  Roles  

####################################################  

#  This  role  combines  two  profiles,  passing  

#  parameters  to  add  or  remove  the  specified  images.  

#  This  particular  profile  ensures  the  Alpine  3.3  

#  image  is  installed,  and  removes  Alpine  3.4  if  

#  present.  

class  role::alpine33  {  

        class  {  'profile::alpine33':  

                status  =>  'present',  

        }  

  

        class  {  'profile::alpine34':  

                status  =>  'absent',  

        }  

}  

  

#  This  role  is  the  inverse  of  role::alpine33.  It  

#  calls  the  same  parameterized  profiles,  but  

#  installs  Alpine  3.4  and  removes  Alpine  3.3.  

class  role::alpine34  {  

        class  {  'profile::alpine33':  

                status  =>  'absent',  

        }  

  

        class  {  'profile::alpine34':  

                status  =>  'present',  

        }  

}  

  

####################################################  

#  Nodes  

####################################################  

#  Apply  role::alpine33  to  any  host  with  "alpine33"  

#  in  its  hostname.  

node  /alpine33/  {  

        include  ::role::alpine33  

}  

  

#  Apply  role::alpine34  to  any  host  with  "alpine34"  

#  in  its  hostname.  

node  /alpine34/  {  

        include  ::role::alpine34  

}
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$status variable you 
pass in as an argument.

A node can have more than one role at a time, but each role should 

are needed to implement that purpose. In the wild, some common roles 
assigned to a node might include:

 role::ruby_on_rails

 role::jenkins_ci

 role::monitored_host

 role::bastion_host

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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and

generally describe the features  
function within  

your data center.

certname in a client/server 

assign role::alpine33

hostname gets role::alpine34

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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dynamic role assignment works in practice.
Dynamic Role Assignments Assuming that you’ve already placed 

that’s a good thing. Here’s what happens:

ubuntu@ubuntu-xenial:~$  sudo  puppet  apply  --modulepath    

   ~/.puppet/modules  /vagrant/roles_and_profiles.pp  

Error:  Could  not  find  default  node  or  by  name  with    

   'ubuntu-xenial.localdomain,  ubuntu-xenial'  on  node    

   ubuntu-xenial.localdomain  

Error:  Could  not  find  default  node  or  by  name  with    

'ubuntu-xenial.localdomain,  ubuntu-xenial'  on  node    

   ubuntu-xenial.localdomain

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet

Listing 5. Logging in to the Ubuntu Virtual Machine

#  Ensure  we're  in  the  right  directory  on  our  Vagrant  

#  host.  

cd  ~/Documents/puppet-docker  

  

#  Ensure  that  the  virtual  machine  is  active.  There's  

#  no  harm  in  running  this  command  multiple  times,  

#  even  if  the  machine  is  already  up.  

vagrant  up  

  

#  Login  to  the  Ubuntu  guest.  

vagrant  ssh
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you weren’t expecting.
In this test environment, you want to show that Puppet is able to 

each machine’s hostname.

Changing a Linux Hostname
When changing the hostname on a Linux system, it’s important to  

understand that the sudo  

>  sudo:  unable  to  resolve  host  quux

And in extreme cases, you even may lose the ability to run the sudo  

command. It’s best to avoid the situation by ensuring that you update  

all three data sources to the same value when changing your hostname.

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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In order to avoid errors with the sudo command, you actually  

places. In addition, the hostname reported by the PS1 prompt  

necessary changes:

#  Must  be  exported  to  use  in  sudo's  environment.  

export  new_hostname="foo-alpine33"  

  

#  Preserve  the  environment  or  sudo  will  lose  the  

#  exported  variable.  Also,  we  must  explicitly  

#  execute  on  localhost  rather  than  relying  on  

#  whatever  sudo  thinks  the  current  hostname  is  to  

#  avoid  "sudo:  unable  to  resolve  host"  errors.  

sudo  \  

        --preserve-env  \  

        --host=localhost  \  

        --  \  

        sed  --in-place  \  

                "s/${HOSTNAME}/${new_hostname}/g"  \  

                /etc/hostname  /etc/hosts  

sudo  \  

        --preserve-env  \  

        --host=localhost  \  

        --  \  

        hostname  "$new_hostname"  

  

#  Replace  the  current  shell  in  order  to  pick  up  the  

#  new  hostname  in  the  PS1  prompt.  

exec  "$SHELL"

Your prompt now should show that the hostname has changed. 

 
the hostname. Puppet then will apply role::alpine33  

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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#  Apply  the  manifest  from  inside  the  Ubuntu  guest.  

sudo  puppet  apply  \  

        --modulepath  ~/.puppet/modules  \  

        /vagrant/roles_and_profiles.pp  

  

#  Verify  that  the  role  has  been  correctly  applied.  

docker  images  alpine  

  

REPOSITORY      TAG              IMAGE  ID                CREATED                  SIZE  

alpine              3.3              6c2aa2137d97        7  weeks  ago          4.805MB

Ignore “update_docker_image.sh” Errors
 

>  update_docker_image.sh  alpine:3.4  returned  3  instead  of  one  of  [0,1]

error, the Docker images actually still are being properly installed, which you 

 docker  images  alpine.

 

 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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/alpine33/

By assigning roles to patterns

Reassigning Roles at Runtime Well, now you have a way to assign a role 

reality, hosting multiple images isn’t a problem, and these images aren’t 
mutually exclusive. However, it’s illustrative to show how you can use 
Puppet to add, remove, update and replace images and containers.

#  Define  a  new  hostname  that  includes  "alpine34"  

#  instead  of  "alpine33".  

export  new_hostname="foo-alpine34"  

  

sudo  \  

        --preserve-env  \  

        --host=localhost  \  

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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        --  \  

        sed  --in-place  \  

                "s/${HOSTNAME}/${new_hostname}/g"  \  

                /etc/hostname  /etc/hosts  

sudo  \  

        --preserve-env  \  

        --host=localhost  \  

        --  \  

        hostname  "$new_hostname"  

exec  "$SHELL"  

  

#  Rerun  the  manifest  using  the  new  node  name.  

sudo  puppet  apply  \  

        --modulepath  ~/.puppet/modules  \  

        /vagrant/roles_and_profiles.pp  

  

#  Show  the  Alpine  images  installed.  

docker  images  alpine  

  

REPOSITORY      TAG              IMAGE  ID                CREATED                  SIZE  

alpine              3.4              baa5d63471ea        7  weeks  ago          4.803MB

it down into steps:

role::alpine34) assigned to 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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5. Puppet applied the image management declarations inside the 
profile::alpine33 and 

profile::alpine34, respectively) to install or remove each image.

Other Puppet Options for Node Assignment

and module data.

client at runtime.
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images and containerization.

Conclusion
In this article, I took a close look at managing Docker images and 
containers with docker::image and docker::run, but the Puppet 

docker::image class.

 Managing Docker networks with the docker::networks class.

docker::compose class.

 Implementing private image registries using the docker::registry class.

 Running arbitrary commands inside containers with the docker::exec class.

leveraging Puppet’s declarative syntax and its ability to automate role 

on multiple hosts without having to manage each instance directly, 

golden images and containerized services, while Puppet provides the 

FEATURE: Managing Docker Instances with Puppet
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means to orchestrate those images and containers in the cloud or data 

Todd A. Jacobs is a frequent contributor to Linux Journal, a Stack Exchange enthusiast, and an industry leader 

in DevOps transformations that incorporate automated security and IT governance. He currently lives in 

Baltimore with his beautiful wife, toddler-aged son and two geriatric but lovable dogs.
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). Here’s the relevant excerpt:

 

character, too, is that no one possesses the less, because every  

condition, seems to have been peculiarly and benevolently designed 

without lessening their density in any point, and l ike the air in 

pursue ideas which may produce util ity, but this may or may not be 
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to that single statement, since his positions on patents and attitudes 
https://www.monticello.org/site/

).
http://en.swpat.org/wiki/Changes_in_company_

policy_over_time
):

solution to this is patent exchanges with large companies and patenting 
as much as we can.

 

):

),  
 

Perspective: in 1987, Microsoft had one patent. 
By 2005, it had 3,955.
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and our customers.

simply opens market opportunities by telling the world that a patented 

), which won in the market over 
) and General 

) 
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public domain.
Patents that aren’t encumbered by property rights threats would go in 

Here’s how I explained the graphic in O’Reilly’s Open Sources 2.0, 

Making_a_New_World):

Figure 1. The Burton Matrix
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ought

movement, is most at home one layer up, in Culture. Since Culture supports 

Figure 2. The Long Now’s “Layers of Time”
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). Here 

Not coincidentally, the Culture on which this new world depends is hacker 

The Hacker’s Dictionary). Both he and Bruce 

And although open source hackers tend to be more interested in business 

that support business but are not determined by business—except when 

is important to note that the relationship between these layers is not 

industries, hire lobbyists. More about that issue shortly.

Changing corporate culture to adapt to open source development 
methods is not easy. Dan Frye, who runs IBM’s Linux development 
program, recently told me that IBM has worked hard to make its internal 
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materials is now so complete that most businesses have no choice but to 

brass knowing about it. In many cases, internal open source development 

and companies suddenly know that open source is no longer the 
exception, but the rule.

Facebook and Amazon: a combined entity commonly called GAFA in 

 
 

 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satya_Nadella) looks at reality with the 

)....

Mother Jones
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), 
Simon Phipps has two excellent recommendations I’ll leave us with here:

magical—Oracle and Google are both OIN members and still litigating 
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ADVERTISEMENT

GEEK GUIDE

Tame the Docker Life 
Cycle with SUSE
By John S. Tonello

It’s no accident or mere passing fad that 
containers are revolutionizing how IT 
shops of all sizes do their work. Whether 
you’re looking to make better use of 
existing data-center resources or improve 
portability to the cloud, Docker and 
the new-found freedom it offers to use 
virtual environments for everything from 
development to enterprise applications 
holds a lot of promise.

The challenge is figuring out how best 
to move beyond a standard Docker install 
to an enterprise-worthy solution that’s 
secure, easy to manage and scalable. It’s 
also important to find ways to manage all 
your containers easily as well as the images 
you modify and plan to reuse. After all, 
containers are only part of any enterprise, 
which is now a healthy mix of bare-metal 
boxes, virtual machines, containers and 
on- and off-premises clouds. Tools that can 
help provide a common framework—and 
familiar interfaces—are critical.

With SUSE Enterprise Linux Server 
12 and the tools it offers, you and your 
team can begin to solve real-world 
problems, tame the Docker life cycle, 
and create, run and maintain containers 
at nearly any scale.

The Container Revolution
Anyone managing hardware—from a 

few blades to full data centers—knows 
that bare-metal server deployments are 
costly, time-consuming and not very 
efficient. Even if you could still afford it, 
the idea of running one or two services 
on a single physical server—maybe a 
database here, a website there—is just 
not practical. Even if you’re the best 
system administrator out there, you 
can really make only educated guesses 
about the maximum amount of CPU, 
memory and storage a particular service 
will need over time. Once you do the 
math and purchase the hardware, you 
know there surely will be hours, days 
and weeks when your physical server’s 
capacity is idle and of no use to you.

Virtual machines changed all that 
by enabling more efficient use of that 
same physical server’s resources by 
sharing them across separate instances 
of Linux and Windows servers. With 
the advent of VMware and Hyper-V and 
open-source KVM and Xen, suddenly 
you could place multiple servers on 
a single physical box, quickly move 
them between clusters, more easily run 
backups and restores, clone them and 
manage them all from a single interface.

To continue reading, download the complete eBook 
for FREE at http://geekguide.linuxjournal.com.
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